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TO: Randolph C. Moore
Chair, Board of

VIA:

FROM: =

SPECIFIC ACTION REQUESTED:

It is requested that the Board of Regents approve the projects set forth in Attachment A,
to be funded by the UOH 900 Lump Sum CIP appropriation in the 2015 Legislative
Session (Fiscal Year 2016).

PLAN BUDGET:

$44,430,000.00

RECOMMENDED EFFECTIVE DATE:

Upon Board of Regents’ approval.

BACKGROUND:

The 2015 Legislative Session appropriated $44,430,000 to the University of Hawai’i
System for:

PLANS, LAND ACQUISITION, DESIGN, CONSTRUCTION AND
EQUIPMENT FOR DEVELOPMENT OF AND IMPROVEMENTS TO
GROUNDS, INFRASTRUCTURE, EXISTING FACiLITIES, TEMPORARY
FACILITIES, NEW FACILITIES, EQUIPMENT AND APPURTENANCES,
AND OTHER RELATED PROJECT COSTS.

2444 Dole Street, Bachman Hall 109H
Honolulu, Hawai’i 96822

Telephone: (808) 956-6405 • Fax: (808) 956-9701

nts

David Lassner
President

for Administration

SUBJECT: APPROVAL OF FY 2016 SYSTEM (UOH 900) CIP PROJECT PLAN

An Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Institution
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This general appropriation replaces what has historically been classified as Health,
Safety, Code Regulations (HSCR) and Capital Renewal/Deferred Maintenance
(CRDM). From an authorization standpoint, this lump sum approach provides the
greatest flexibility for the University of Hawai’i to apply capital program funding for its
highest and best use. Each campus was asked to provide a prioritized list of projects to
be funded by the $44,430,000, with the Community Colleges consolidating their projects
into one list.

Based on the submittals, the administration proposed a system-wide allocation plan to
the Board of Regents Planning and Facilities Committee (P&F Committee). On
August 5, 2015, the P&F Committee voted to approve the plan but to defer action on
one (1) project proposed by the University of Hawai’i at Mãnoa. This was a request to
fund a Comprehensive Master Plan and PRU Update at an estimated cost of
$2,300,000. The P&F Committee requested that the administration provide additional
information at a future committee meeting to explain the project in more detail and
justify the need for the expenditure. All other allocations listed on the FY16 CIP Project
Plan were recommended for approval to the full Board of Regents.

Based on the P&F Committee action, the following is the revised allocation request:

FY16 ALLOCATION ($1,000s)
Snyder Replacement $ 20,000
UH Mãnoa $ 7,388
UH Hilo $ 5,300
UHWestO’ahu $ 1,600
Community Colleges $ 5,365
System $ 4,777

Total $44,430

The above request decreases Mãnoa’s allocation by $2,300,000 and temporarily
increases the System allocation by $2,300,000. The $2,300,000 will be re-allocated, as
appropriate should the P&F Committee and the Board of Regents approve the Mãnoa
Master Plan project at a future meeting. Except for the Snyder Replacement project,
the specific project details associated with each campus’s allocation are set forth in
Attachment A. In summary, there are a total of 16 projects ranging from $100,000 to
$2,500,000.

ACTION RECOMMENDED:

It is recommended that the Board of Regents approve the FY16 Lump Sum CIP
Allocation set forth in Attachment A. It is further recommended that the Board of
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Regents authorize the President to replace or amend these projects with higher
priorities, and report any changes to the Board on a quarterly basis.

Attachment

c: Executive Administrator and Secretary of the Board Quinn



FY 16 Lump Sum Allocation Summary

Current Current
• Current Total

. Design ConstructionDetailed Project Description Funded
Funded Funded

(thousands)
(thousands) (thousands)

Snyder Replacement $
- $ 20,000 $ 20,000

UH Mãnoa Allocation $ 900 $ 6,488 $ 7,388

UK Kilo Allocation $ 100 $ 5,200 $ 5,300

UH West 0’ ahu Allocation $ 1,600 $ - $ 1,600

Community Colleges Allocation $ 180 $ 5,185 $ 5,365

System Allocation (Unforeseen priorities) $ 4,777

TOTAL $ 2,780 $ 36,873 $ 44,430

ATTACHMENT A



UH Mãnoa FY 16 CIP Lump Sum Allocation

All values in thousands

>
0 Current Current Current Future Future Future

CMP Detailed Project Description
Programs

E itsupports
Design Const. Total Design Const. Total Riskifdon’tget$
Funded Funded Funded Request Request Request

If project is deferred, the University will risk
potentially losing the opportunity to occupy the new
buildings. Or, a significantly reduced scope project will
need to be undertaken to improve conditions at the
vacant buildings. Direct impact of not recieving funds

Renovation of NOAA NMFS Building, Annex 1, Annex 2 for use by
would mean going forward with renovations to the

UHM
UHM departments.

NOAA NMFS code deficient Auxiliary Services building into office

New flooring for the Hamilton library & Addition. 0 0 0 0 + Hamilton $ - $ 1,388 $ 1,388 $ - $ - $ - spaces. Surge space for the existing occupants would
Library remain an outstanding item. Secondary impact would

be that we could not create surge laboratory space.
Alternatives to the creation of this specialized
laboratory surge space in Auxiliary Services include
relocating existing non-essential office space in
research buildings (such as Biomed) to rental space
offsite to make space.

UHM 14-541-870 college of Tropical Agriculture and Human
Resources (CAHR) has 27 sites on Oahu, Kauai, Maui and Hawaii
Island as part of its outreach, research, and experimentation
programs. These Sites all have facilities that are currently in use
by its occupants, and are in various states of disrepair or required

UHM
upgrades for improved functionality and code compliance (life CAHR

- Deferring this project would delay addressing safety

safety and accessibility). In general, the project shall provide 0 0 0 0
Various $ 2,500 $ 2,500 $ 500 $ - $ 500 concerns, prolong the required maintenance and

much needed demolition, repair, maintenance, accessibility, and
contribute to further deterioration.

address life safety and hazardous conditions to maintain the
assets of CrAHR. The intent of this Project is to efficiently address
as many of the “backlog” projects as feasible with available funds
and to establish overall strategic plan to address future projects.

UH Manoa -1



UH Mãnoa FY 16 CIP Lump Sum Allocation

All values in thousands

As of 6.28.2015 Manoa has processed $3.7M in Construction
Modifications and $2M in Design Modifications against the EB 13-
15 CRDM monies, currently, there is also $2M in issued change
orders that have not been fully executed into a contract
modification. In total, HSCR projects had about $1M in
modifications during this same time. Based on previous biennium
funding and encumbrances towards contract modifications we
have tried to establish an estimated allocation amount we will
need to fund our ongoing Design and Construction projects that
were funded with FB 13-15 and prior biennium monies. In the
past, we funded these modifications as they arose under the mind
set that these modifications were a top priority to keep already
executed contracts and projects moving forward. Thus, if through
the course of a biennium these unexpected modifications totaled
an amount that would affect the funding of a specific project; we
operated under the understanding that we may have to
temporally postpone a lower priority project due to the
modifications that arose during a biennium. Now that we are
being asked to set specific money aside for these unknown
modifications, we are submitting our best estimate to what this
amount may be based on the design and construction contracts
we have issued thus far, what we are still planning to execute
with FB 13-15 lapsing monies (June 30,2016)

Current and ongoing construction and design projects
that have been funded prior to FB 15-17 monies will
not be able to be completed. Future project schedules,
moves, and other campus activities that rely on the
completion of these projects may be delayed or not
able to occur.

TOTAL $ 900 $ 6,488 $ 7,388

CMP Detailed Project Description
U
In
x

U

0
0.
E

Programs
it supports

Current
Design
Funded

Current Current Future
Const. Total Design
Funded Funded Request

Future
Const.

Request

Future
Total

Request

UHM

Risk if don’t get $

0 000
Various!
Campus
Wide

$ 900 $ 2,600 $ 3,500 $ $ $

UH Manoa -2



UH Hilo FY 16 Lump Sum CIP Allocation

All Values in Thousand

o 2 . Current Current Current Future Future Future
CMP Detailed Project Description .

Programs it
Design Const. Total Design Const. Total Risk if dont get $

.. . E supports
. ° Funded Funded Funded Request Request Request

This project is the second phase of the overall Hale Kehau The existing Hale Kehau roof is over 25 years old, and
residence hall project to remove lead containing material. The first is showing visible signs of chalking and leaks. If this
phase of this project included removal of lead containing material project Is deferred, the lead containing roof structure
from the Hale Kehau kitchen and dining facilities. The work will continue to pose health issues to students as the

UHH required under this second phase includes removing the existing 100 0 0 0 Hale Kehau $ - $ 1,500 $ 1,500 $ - $ - $ - roof degrades further. The existing lead containing
Hale Kehau lead containing roof and replacing with a new roof, roof requires costly hazardous material abatement
Hale Kehau services 242 resident students. The Hale Kehau hail services for minor repairs, which prevents uH Hilo
and walkways are a major campus thoroughfare and short cut for from performing minor, cost-effective in-house roof
many students parking in outlying areas, leak repairs.

If this project is deferred, UH Hilo’s sole operational
a/c chiller with a history of frequent repairs may break
beyond repair with no back-up a/c chiller to service
the five major campus buildings. If catastrophic failure

This project in general consists of replacing UH Hilo’s primary main of the primary a/c chiller occurs, air conditioning will
a/c chiller system serving five major UH Hilo campus buildings with not be available for an indefinite period of time, which
a new a/c chiller system. The condition of the primary a/c chiller is will negatively impact the Library, Kanakaole Hall
sub-optimal, resulting in frequent repairs and service interruptions. (major classroom/office building), Business Education
uH Hilo’s back-up secondary a/c chiller for these major buildings is Building, Campus Center, and the College of Business

UHH
not operational and beyond repair. This project will include: 1)

0 0 100 0
Chilled Water

- 1 500 1 500 900 900
and Economics. The lack of air conditioning will also

installation of a new a/C chiller system to serve as the primary Plant ‘ 4’ ‘ 4’ ‘ 4’ - 4’ 4’ severely impede UH Hilo and HawCC’s ability to
main a/c chiller for the five major UH Hilo campus buildings; 2) deliver its educational missions. The alternative to a
repairing the existing main a/C Chiller pumps, piping and related planned a/C Chiller replacement project is to defer the
equipment in order to serve as the downgraded secondary backup replacement of the primary a/c chiller until the
a/c chiller; and 3) removing the existing non-operational back-up complete breakdown of the sole operational a/c
a/c chiller, chiller. No air conditioning will be available during

repairs without a back-up a/c chiller; and the cost
attributed to an emergency procurement will be
significantly higher than a proactively planned A/C
chiller replacement project.

uH Hilo-1



UH Hilo FY 16 Lump Sum CIP Allocation

All Values in Thousands

o 2 . Current Current Current Future Future Future
CMP Detailed Project Description Programs it

Design Const. Total Design Const. Total Risk if don’t get $
., ... C Supports

. 0 0 — Funded Funded Funded Request Request Request
0

If this project is deferred, there is a high likelihood
that the a/c chiller which is currently operating at
50% capacity could completely break beyond repair at
any time with no back-up a/c chiller to service college
Hall A & 5. A catastrophic a/c chiller system failure
will negatively impact classroom instruction and the
delivery of essential University Relations and Hawcc

college Hall A & 5 A/C Replacement: This project in general academic affairs services for an indefinite period of
consists of removing and replacing college Hall A & S’s existing time. Increased temperature and humidity levels pose
A/c chiller unit with a new A/c chiller unit. The existing potential health issues and deterioration of expensive
compressor/condenser unit is operating at 50% capacity due to

C II H II A
computer science equipment. The alternative to a

UHH major equipment failure. Although repair attempts thus far 0 0 100 0 o5e
a

$ - $ 700 $ 700 $ - $ - $ - planned a/c chiller replacement projects is to defer
restored the A/C chiller to 50% capacity, attempts to restore the replacement of the a/c chiller until the complete
malfunctioning A/C chiller unit to lOO% capacity remain breakdown of the existing a/c chiller. No air
unsuccessful to date. A new replacement chiller is necessary to conditioning will be available during repairs; and the
adequately maintain proper building operations. cost attributed to an emergency procurement will be

significantly higher than a pro-actively planned a/c
chiller replacement project. The lack of temporary
classrooms and office space to support essential
student instruction and support services functions
while the a/c chiller is replaced will impede UH Kilo
and HawCCs ability to deliver its educational
missions.

Energy Storage: This project in general consists of providing an
energy storage system to facilitate the financial feasibility of UH
Kilo renewable energy and energy efficiency projects. The total PV
system size on UK Kilo’s main electrical meter is 597.4 kw. UH
Kilo’s current energy production based on a 597.4 kw PV system
could potentially be slightly higher than actual energy usage on low
utility usage days. As UH Kilo implements additional renewable
energy and other energy efficiency projects, the over production of

. UH Hilo continues to research reliable renewableenergy will also increase proportionately. Energy production from
. , energy options to include a Green Waste to Energyrenewable energy sources beyond UK Kilos actual energy usage

. - concept that would contribute to a long-term solutionwill revert back to KELCO with no financial benefit to UK Kilo under
UKK the existing Standard Interconnection Agreement (SIA). If under a 0 0 0 100 Campus-wide $

- $ 1,000 $ 1,000 $ - $ - $
- however, until an alternative mechanism is in place

. for KELCO to purchase excess (over produced) energyPower Purchase Agreement (PPA), UH Kilo pays the PPA provider a
from UK Kilo an energy storage system appears to bereduced utility rate for all (100%) energy produced, regardless of
the best option to manage the financially feasibility ofthe percentage of actual energy usage, and percentage of
a microgrid and increases in energy production.overproduction reverting back to KELCO. The energy storage

project will capture the over production of energy resulting from
renewable energy and energy efficiency projects, and store this
energy for future use to avoid reverting overproduced energy back
to KELCO. An energy storage system supports the University of
Hawaii’s Commitment under Executive Policy [P 4.202 System
Sustainability, to meet or exceed 10°h energy efficiency targets
and 10% renewable targets by 2020.

UK Hilo-2



UH Hilo FY 16 Lump Sum CIP Allocation

— — —

— All Values in Thousands

>
0 Current Current Current Future Future FutureU

€ Programs it
Design Const. Total Design Const. Total Risk if dont get $CMP Detailed Project Description E sUPPOrtS Funded Funded Funded Request Request Request0 0 a I-.

.

If this request is deferred, requisite change orders to
resolve unforeseen and other issues for over twocontingency: This project in general consists of setting aside
dozen UH Hilo projects will be delayed, or not occur.contingency funds for design and construction projects. UH Hilo
Alternative funding sources, such as cRDM and HSCRanticipates managing over two dozen design and construction
are no longer available to fund change orders for

UHH projects totaling $40,000,000+. contingency fund provisions for 25 25 25 25 $ 100 $ 500 $ 600 $ - $ - $
- projects funded with lump sum CIP allocations. Timelythese projects Is a prudent and necessary measure to timely

project completion is dependent upon the availabilityaddress and resolve unforeseen conditions and change orders that
of contingency funds to expedite change orders andoccur during the design and construction phases.
process contract modifications for unforeseen and
other design and construction issues.

TOTAL $ 100 $ 5,200 $ 5,300

uH HiIo-3



UH West O’ahu FY16 Lump Sum CIP Allocation

— — —

— All values in thousands

0 Current Current Current Future Future Future

vi ci a Programs
Design Const. Total Design Const. Total Risk if dont getSCMP Detailed Project Deacription

= . . E it sUPPOrtS
Funded Funded Funded Request Request Request? ° —

0
,

In tile tall ot 21114, the tin UoSrO or Regents aooptea a new lana — — — —

plan for the uHWO mauka and makai properties. For the makai
property, the new plan envisioned a campus of about 306 acres
with the remaining lands envisioned as a mised-use campus-

The alternative is to do nothing, however this Is
oriented community. An update to the current LRDP for uHWO,

undesirable from a strategic planning perspective towhich was completed in 2006, will allow the uHWo’s long range
prevent piecemeal development not in accord with an

plans, programming and vision for the campus and the university
overall long term plan. Additionally, facilities without

District to be in compliance and consistent with the new land plan
proper planning may require extensive design time,

for the makai property. since the ultimate size and academic
resulting in increased design cost. Since this campus Is

UHWO programming for the uHWO campus have changed, the LRDP effort 0 0 0 0 $ 800 $ 800
new, this planning effort will also maintain conunuous

will need to address a new vision for the campus, academic
coordination with government agencies to minimize theprogram and space requirements, building and open space
impact of change or compliance issues andrequirements and associated infrastructure needs for the campus.
requirements late in the project. Addressing theseThe LRDP effort will also address campus engagement
issues late in the project could cause extensive delaysrequirements, sustainability, architectural design, phasing and
and budget shortfalls.

costs. As part of the LRDP planning effort, coordination with
governmental agencies on compliance with existing State and
county land use requirements for the property will also be
‘-eni,ired The crnne nf wnrk aim inH’,dec maintaininn/i,ndatinn Hi — — — —

Temporary provisions have been made to mitigate theMaintenance Building, provide design and construction for the
flooding potential of the if Center, however the risk isrenovation of the Maintenance Building to improve reliability of
still high. The lack of office and work space willcentral semite operations, create additional operations and staff
continue to burden our ability to properly and efficientlyoffice space. Work shall include extending existing 2nd

Campus service the campus. Lack of office space, work areas
UHWO

floor/mezzanine area, relocating existing if Center from ground
25 75 0 0 Operations $ 250 $ - $ 250 $ - $ 2,300 $ 2,300 and warehouse/inventory space will limit our servicesfloor up to Mezzanine Floor, relocate central security control system

Facility to the campus requirements and facilities. As thefrom general office to the security Office, re-purpose existing
campus continues to grow with infrastructure andspaces in Maintenance Building to include warehouse/inventory
facilities getting utilized to full capacity, additional workspace, staff office space and shop, custodial and general laborer
items will be generated which will required additionalwork areas.
staffing.

The bookstore is temporarily located between a
classroom and office space on the 2nd floor. If this
project is deferred, the Bookstore will remain at its

Campus Center, Frovide design and construction to enclose existing current location. The outdoor seating area will continue
open seating area outside of Dining Room. Relocate existing to be a underutilized area unprotected by the high

UHWO campus Bookstore to the new enclosed area. Entry into the 0 100 0 0 Campus $ 250 $ - $ 250 $ - $ 1,725 $ 1,725 winds and extreme outdoor conditions, especially in the
bookstore will be from the exterior or through the existing dining summer. The bookstore is an critical resource for the
area. students and should be located in a highly visible and

accessible area. The space currently being used for the
bookstore can be re-purposed for counseling or similar
Student Services needs.

Laboratory and Classroom Buildings, Frovide analysis, plans, design — — — —

and construction to renovate existing open alcove areas to
Due to insufficient building space, existing facultyenclosed office and work room areas. Also include study and design
offices will have to be shared with multiple faculty. Thisof installing photo-voltaic (FV) panels on roof of each building,
project will provide additional office spaces (private andUHWO Froject shall include all interior (electrical, mechanical, etc.) and 0 100 0 0 Campus $ 300 $ - $ 300 $ - $ 2,900 $ 2,900
open) for current and future faculty. The installation ofexterior (roof work) modihcations for a functional space and
the FV system will support the goal of a net zerosystem.
Institution.

TOTAL H H isH

UH West 0’ ahu - 1



Community Colleges FY 16 Lump Sum CIP Allocation

All Values in Thousands

>
.

Current Current Current Future Future Future
CCS Detailed Project Description

Programs it
Design Const. Total Design Const. Total Risk if dont get $

•
SUPPO Funded Funded Funded Request Request Request

Impact if the project is deferred: If the project is
deferred, wcc will have to cancel majority of science

WIN
Hale Imiloa, Re-roof clay tiles and section of flat roof at Hale

100 0 0 0
Natural

$ 100 10 110 $ - $ 1 200 00 $ 1 200 00
classroom and labs and shutdown & relocate a number

Imiloa to address major roof leak issues. Sciences ‘ of faculty from their offices. There will be an issue with
mold and mildew, which may force the closure of the
building.

This is 1 of 3 projects for the Naio Building. Naio is the
primary IT building and serves both an academic and
institutional support role to the campus. It is extremely
critical. This project calls for A/C replacement. Env HIth
Spec from UHCC has already been called twice to

. analyze mold build up. Mold is being caused by tooInstitutional, .

. much humidity and moisture build up through various
Academic and

parts of the building. Roof leakage is making issues
KAP Naio, Replace existing roof. 100 0 0 0 Student $ - $ 715 $ 715 $ - $ - $ - worse. There is tremendous impact to operations when

Support
. it rains, as rubbish cans, buckets, and plasticServices.

containers are scattered across the 2nd floor to catch
the water, presenting health and safety issues. Staff
come in on the weekends to distribute containers when
unanticipated heavy rain occurs. There is an increase
in damage to the building after each rain. Impact will
be felt by the entire campus if the network goes down.

Project required to eliminate personnel exposure to
ACMs. Unhealthy work environment exists with
personnel having the potential to be exposed to

Mailroom/ asbestos fibers. Office space is already being lost

MAU
Library, Removal of asbestos containing materials (ACM)

100 0 0 0
switchboard,

30 335 365 - -

- where the tiles became friable. Mailroom employees
flooring in 1st floor offices, faculty! lecturer have taken baseline tests with physicians to maintain

offices records should mesothelioma develop at a later date.
Significant liabilities could result should other
employees become exposed, therefore the area has
been condemned and is not being used.

Community Colleges - 1



Community Colleges FY 16 Lump Sum CIP Allocation

All Values in Thousands

>
— 0 Current Current Current Future Future FutureU

CCS Detailed Project Description u . Programs it
Design Const. Total Design Const. Total Risk if don’t get $X . ° E supports

‘ 0 — Funded Funded Funded Request Request Request
,

Security,
Apprenticeship

& Trades
The use of modulars 8872A and 88728 will increasetraining, Fire

Science,
significantly with the start of 1) renovation of building
8805 and 2) asbestos removal of building 8820. In

Provide sewer and water hookups for modular buildings Occupational
addition to temporary housing for classes and offices,HON 8872A and 88728 100 0 0 0 Environmental $ - $ 110 $ 110 $ - $ - $

- 8872A and 88728 currently is used for carpentry andSafety
drywall apprenticeship training. Impact if the project isManagement,
deferred: Relocated activities in the modulars will beElectrical
without water and toilets.Installation

Maintenance
Technology

The Performing Arts Center (PAC) is one of only two
large performance halls on the island, and it provides a
much needed venue for the proliferation of culture,
arts, and learning in the community. Each year the
PAC hosts over 100 events, including performances by
the Colleges Band, Orchestra, and Jazz Ensemble, as
well as various educational seminars and presentations
hosted by the College. More importantly, however, the

Performing Arts Center, Repair/replace worn metal roof, PAC serves as a critical emergency shelter for the
gutters, downspouts, metal siding, and CMU wall sections to surrounding communities. It is only one of two
prevent continued water intrusion. Repair/replace water buildings on campus that the Civil Defense Agency
damaged and mold infested acoustic ceiling tiles, gypsum Campus and rated as a ready now hurricane shelter, but holdsKAU board, ceiling and wall Sections, Insulations, and carpet. 100 0 0 0

Community $ - $ 1,530 $ 1,530 $ - $ - $ - over 90% of the campus shelter capacity; 979
Replace rusted metal purlins, i.e. structural support beams, evacuees versus 80 evacuees for the other building.
Install redesigned HVAC system to mitigate future The County has relied on the PAC on numerous
mold/mildew growth. occasions to serve as an evacuation shelter, most

recently being put on standby several times during the
2014 hurricane season. Furthermore, the PAC fulfills
crucial roles in the campus emergency response plans
as both a reunification site and an alternate command
center. If the moisture issues within the PAC are not
addressed not only the College but the entire island of
Kauai will lose a cornerstone of education, culture, and
emergency preparedness.

Community Colleges - 2



Community Colleges FY 16 Lump Sum CIP Allocation

All Values in Thousands

>2 Current Current Current Future Future Future
CCS Detailed Project Description n . Programs it

. E Design Const. Total Design Const. Total Risk if don’t get $
0 0 0 Funded Funded Funded Request Request Request
‘ 0

,

Electrical Infrastructure upgrade, Campuswide, Complete
primary loop feeder system with copper conducted 15 kV
cables, EPR insulated; replace existing rusted pad mounted Possible power surges, spikes, brownouts, and campus

HAW
transformer with new stainless steel transformers; replace wide power outages. Since only two transformers serve

100 0 0 0 Campus $ - $ 845 $ 845 $ - $ - $ - single buildings, any work on the other buildingsportions of original building secondary underground feeders;
add secondary distribution panel-boards at pad mounted requiring de-energizing will affect more than just the

transformer locations; building being worked on and will disrupt operations.

and add check metering System on all building feeders.

If the project is deferred, the health and safety issues
will persist and will remain a critical concern to the
campus community and a potential liability issue from
a risk assessment/management standpoint for the
University. Additionally, since the facility’s renovation

Project will address several potential health, safety, code, in 2011-12, the actual number of users entering the
LEE and compliance concerns associated with access to the 3rd 100 0 0 0 Campus $ 50 $ 340 $ 390 $ - $ - $ - building has increased dramatically - from an average

floor of the Learning Commons building turnstile count of 187,000 users per year to nearly one-
quarter million users per year — an increase of 33%.
With more frequent use of the facility by students,
faculty, staff, and the general public, the more critical
it is to address the documented health, safety, code,
and compliance needs of the building.

Contingency funds are required for the 100+ existing on
CCS going design and construction projects that total 50 0 50 0 CCS $ - $ 1,300 $ 1,300 $ - $ - $

- If project is deferred, current UHCC R&M projects may

approximately $85 million dollars. be placed on hold/cancelled due to lack of funds.

TOTAL $ 180 $ 5,185 $ 5,365

Community Colleges - 3




